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LaRouche Delivers the Signal

A worldwide anti-Bolshevik resistance struggle
Issued by Lyndon LaRouche on Nov. 14, 1988:

The Jenninger issue

Moscow's pre-orchestration of the forced resignation of

zis' 1938 Kristallnacht atrocities against German Jews,

For the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of the Na
West Germany's Bundestag President Philipp Jenninger

the president of West Germany's lower house of parlia

set off the trip-wire warning.

ment, the Bundestag, Philipp Jenninger, prepared the

In this circumstance, like that of the fabled Good Sa

written form of an address. On the subject of the condi

maritan of the New Testament, I find myself in the circum

tions leading into that Nazi crime against humanity, the

stance the responsibility for a certain action falls upon me.

written text of the address is among the noblest utterances

So, as the Hand of Providence fell upon that Good Samar

in honor of the victims during the entirety of the past fifty·

itan, in that fashion, it has demanded that I do an awesome
deed, which I do here and now.
So, let the alarm be sounded; the trumpet shall not
sound an uncertain note.

years.

Almost the entirety of this address was delivered to
the Bundestag's open session by Herr Jenninger. During
that delivery, certain members of the Bundestag walked

Let those who refuse to submit to Soviet worldwide

out in actual or simulated protest. Promptly, the KGB's

imperial aggression rally to the ranks of a new, global

assets and most of the European liberal press responded

resistance movement, prepared to fight the agents and

to the address with statements about it which are shown to

accomplices of Soviet interest in the same spirit as anti

be utter lies by comparison with the written text and elec

communist resistance organizations fought the fascist tyr

tronic record of the oral reading.

annies of Germany and Italy.

Investigation shows that this reaction among the lib

Let us swear the Rutli Oath from "Wilhelm Tell." Let

eral press was pre-orchestrated, in cooperation with known

it be made clear, that wherever the communist imperial

assets of the Soviet KGB, such as the VVN organization.

interest shall destroy governments., or subvert them to

This coincides with a pattern of recent and current

such a degree that they become virtually pro-Soviet vari

developments which show institutions of Western govern

eties of Quisling rule which so cease, treasonously, to be

ments capitulating to demands of Soviet agencies and

lawful authority, the new Resistance shall launch what

KGB-controlled or KGB-complicit persons and agencies,

modem China's experience defines as "People's War"

in a more or less equally naked, and shameless way. The

against the communists and their accomplices.

fact that Herr Jenninger was induced to resign his

post

Let no one doubt, that once such conflict were forced

under such Soviet-pre-orchestrated pressures, makes that

upon us, there is no turning back, whatever the cost, until

incident the signal occurrence within a pattern of devel

the mop-up of the last remnant of the adversary has been

opments requiring the mobilization of a global a�ti-com-

accomplished within each and all of our nations.

munist resistance force.

circles, including the already-mentioned Frankfurt Jewish

•

public of Germany.

Group, of opposing having Galinski address the Bundestag;
then they demanded his immediate resignation, and when he
did not comply, a scandal was arranged around Jenninger's

Jewish protests against Galinski and
Bronfman

own Bundestag speech. (Jenninger is not only a close confi

But Gorbachov has greatly overplayed his "Jewish card."

dant of Kohl, but also of the late Bavarian conservative min

Galinski and Bronfman's confrontation course has run up

ister-president Franz Josef Strauss, who died very suddenly

against loud protests from within West Germany's Jewish

under suspicious circumstances.) .

communities. The deputy chairman of the Central Council,

The overall manner in which Jenninger was hounded out

�Michael Furst, who only two weeks earlier accused Galinski

of office bears the stench of an "exemplary punishment,"

of using sharp polemics to further his personal ambitions,

which can now be waved in the face of conservative po

and not the cause of the Jews, emphatically defended Jennin

liticians if they continue to oppose Gorbachov's pressure

ger against the attacks which followed his speech. "I want to

tactics and those of his partisans within the Federal Re-

thank him," Furst said, "for having talked about what was on
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The rules of resistance
Wherever we are faced with the conditions which
compel the forces of anti-communist resistance to launch

Organization of the resistance
1) The resistance is organized and spontaneous, ,and
whether organized or spontaneous, is variously opeh or

"People's War" against the adversary and his instruments ;

covert.

and conditions.

carry the political banners of the resistance as a whole.

w� shall wage such forms of war under the following rules

I) It shall be a form of warfare described as "People's

2) Openly organized forms of organization, serve to
These are the voices which define the principles and poli
cies of the resistance.

War."

2) It shall be fought according to those rules of justified
warfare associated with St. Augustine.

3) Covertly organized forms of organization flank and
envelop the enemy in the'institutions of society from which,

3) The heroes around whom this resistance shall be

the enemy seeks allegiance and support. Covertly orga-,

mobilized is the memory of those anti-communist resis

nized efforts seek to cause those institutions to exist to the

tance fighters, who fought German and Italian fascism,

enemy's disadvantage.

and often communists, too, during.the period up to and
following 1945.

either spontaneous activity, or is caused to appear so.

4)- The most covert form of activity is that which is

To affirm our honor to the memory of those heroes,

5) He or she is a member of the resistance, who adheres

we teach children to despise Beate Klarsfeld, and all wit

to the principles and policies of the resistance. These prin

tiQg accomplices of the KGB's VVN, as wearing the face

ciples and policies are defined by the open political organ

of the enemies of God and humanity. For the same reason,

izations associated with the resistance, from whatever lo

we despise as low dogs those who betrayed U.S. justice

cation, and under whatever circumstances they are able to

and spat in the face of God, by sending the American
citizen. Karl Linnas to his death at Soviet hands. These

perform this function.
6) The combat functions-of the resistance are estimated

persons are an example of those we demand be brought to

to be about one percent of its total warfare-effort.

trial for their crimes against God and humanity.

7) For the most part, the resistance does its work si

4) The enemy is communist authority and the ac

lently, cloaked in mystery, avoiding as much as possible,

complices of that authority's actions against our forces.

to report what it has done, or not done, or to report where

All who fit that description are the forces of the enemy for

it has been or not been, As much as possible, the spoor of

the purposes of defining our actions of warfare. All these

its work is a shadowy presence in the statistics until such

bear the face of the enemy, and shall be brought

time as its victories enable it to assert its presence and

as

low as

required, whenever it serves the cause for which we fight
that that be done.

5) All who die or suffer otherwise in this war shall be

work in its own name.
You can join the resistance, where you sit or stand,
without contacting any office or person to do so, But swear

to us as martyrs, whose honorable deeds in this cause shall

the Rutli Oath against communist tyranny and its accompl

be legendary in the tales told to future generations.

ices, to God and to yourself, and you have joined. There

6) [f we are obliged to enter into such warfare, it would

after, act accordingly, as your conscience, and your

be the enemy who has forced this upon the world. Were

knowledge of the resistance's signals, principles, and pol

he wise, he would hesitate to provoke this war.

icies, compels you.

the agenda in Germany between 1933 and 1938 and beyond."

Galinski and Bronfman also ought to be reminded, that

Bronfman, too, did not escape criticism from Israeli gov

there are only 380 practicing Jews left in East Germany,

ernment officials, who said he had no right to invoke Israel

whereas there are 30,000 in the Federal Republic of Ger

during his contacts with Honecker, since he was not negoti

many, and that, of the 15,000 Jews who have emigrated from

ating in Israel's interests. Achieving better relations between

the Soviet Union so far in 1988, many are taking up residence

Israel and the SED, the Israelis maintained, would require a

in the Federal Republic, and none in East Germany. Increas

lot more than "a few statements by Edgar Bronfman at an
.
East Berlin press conference."

ing numbers of Jews are even emigrating from Israel to the

Famed Nazi-hunter Simon Wiesenthal also came to Jen

Federal Republic. That would hardly be the case were anti
Semitism prevalent in West Germany,

ninger's defense, and to Kohl's defense. Speaking in Bir

As for Bronfman himself, when he was in Moscow in

mingham, Alabama that weekend, he stated, "I know Jennin

early November, he refused to meet with Jewish dissidents

geL His views toward Israel and the Jews have always been

of the KGB-persecuted "refuseniks." Edgar Bronfman's true

positive."

loyalties are not exactly Jewish.
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